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Thank you sister-comrade Aishah Simmons for breaking silences.
Thank you M. NourbeSe Philip for transforming the way I look and
live through language. Thank you exemplary “somebody” Jeannette
Bronson for your devotion. Thank you sister Ebony Noelle Golden
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I am grateful for the scholars and activists who supported me beyond institutional affiliation. Thank you for your generosity, Hortense
Spillers, Ruth Nicole Brown, Saidiya Hartman, Tavia Nyong’o, Mi-
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Hull, Barbara Smith, Demita Frazier, Margo Okazawa-Rey, Barbara
Ransby, Ruthie Gilmore, and Mendi + Keith Obadike.
I acknowledge with gratitude and love the community of scholars
who made my immersion in the work of Sylvia Wynter and Caribbean studies possible. Thank you first of all to Brent Edwards for
telling me about Sylvia Wynter and then mailing the essay “Ethno
or Socio Poetics” to my house. Thank you Katherine McKittrick for
Demonic Grounds which I bought in the Toronto Women’s Bookstore and which provided me with my first comprehensive bibliography of Wynter, and for your loving and tireless dedication and loyalty to Wynter’s work. Thank you Deb Thomas, Tina Campt, and
the committee of those multiple Diasporic Hegemonies conferences
for introducing me to M. Jacqui Alexander, Alyssa Trotz, Reinaldo
Walcott, and Andrea Smith without whom this work would be unimaginable. Thank you Anthony Bogues for organizing a symposium and celebration of Wynter at the University of the West Indies
at Mona. Thank you Carole Boyce Davies and everyone on the committee of the Association of Caribbean Writers and Scholars for featuring Sylvia Wynter as a major speaker at the conference in Miami.
Thank you Nick Mitchell for sharing everything you have shared
and for supporting Wynter’s continued work. Thank you David Stein
for offering to bring me to meet Wynter in California even though
I couldn’t do it. Thank you Hyacinth Simpson, Ivy Wilson, Donette
Francis, and Christian Campbell for encouraging my earliest writing about the Caribbean/as a Caribbean scholar. Thank you Annie
Paul for generously guiding my first scholarly visit to Jamaica. Thank
you Ronald Cummings for telling me who Dionne Brand is and for
being a brother in this work forever. Thank you Omise’eke Tinsley
for bringing the sweetness, fierceness, and clarity of water to us all.
Thank you cousin Matt Richardson for teaching me that we can
transform our Lesser Antilles narratives and family lines. Thank you
Angelique Nixon for your dedication to our queer Caribbean contribution and the legacy of the Lorde. Thank you Rosamond King for
exemplifying intergenerational accountability and brave critical poetics. Thank you Erna Brodber for welcoming me immediately. Thank
you Merle Hodge for remembering me unapologetically. Thank you
Velma Pollard for ferocious reclamation. Thank you Dionne Brand
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for making it impossible for me to not write about the Caribbean and
diaspora. Thank you Audre Lorde for making it possible for me to
write about anything. Thank you Gloria Joseph for helping to bring
me home to Audre and myself. Thank each of you for helping me
find my way back.
I am grateful for my first feminist literary community, Charis
Books/Charis Circle, in Atlanta, Georgia. Thank you for creating
a space of attention and love for us, Linda Bryant. Thank you Errol
Raymond Anderson and Beatrice Sullivan for traveling with me forever in the light of what our words make possible.
I am grateful for my spiritual teachers and spiritual community
who have deepened my ancestral listening and activated my oracle
consciousness. Thank you Ifalade Tashia Asanti, Ifasade Oyade
(Queen Hollins), Osunnike Ankh, Koleoso Karade, and all the beloved practitioners in Ile Ori Ogbe Egun and the Institute of Whole
Life Healing (Many Paths One Truth).
I am grateful to my Brilliance Remastered family who support
my life as an independent scholar and make it possible. Thank you
for thinking with me the whole time I was writing and editing this.
Special love to those who co-created ceremony with me during this
period’s Brilliance Remastered Intensives. Our ancestors are gathered. Our spirits are kindred. Love to Mel Monoceros, Jessica Marie
Johnson, Tina Zafreen, Natalie Clark, Laura Sullivan, Bianca Laureano, Iyatunde Folayan, Rockie Gilford Stepter, Nicole Wilson, Nzingha Tyehemba, Mankwe Ndosi, Tamiko Beyer, Daphne Jayapal,
Patricia Torres, Lydia Kelow-Bennett, Matice Moore, Naima Lowe,
Auset O’Neal, Stephanie Latty, Lorraine Warren, Marie Varghese,
D Smith, Jamilah Bradshaw, Agatha Roa, Grace Nichols, Alexis Flanagan, Ayana Omilade Flewellen, and Tala Khanmalek. You are
answered prayers.
I am grateful for my community of Women of Color Media Makers who taught me how to be a community-accountable scholar in
a digital world. Thank you for bringing us together, Nadia AbouKarr. Thank you for loving me, Sydette Harry, Susana Adame, Meagan “La Mala” Ortiz, Lisa Factora-Borchers, Stacey Milbern, Adela
Nieves, Noemi Martinez, Fabiola Sandoval, Elena Rose, and Rosa
Cabrera. May we continue to seize the world around us with our
freedom.
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I am grateful to my Durham community for supporting me while
I was writing this: Aleese Moore-Obih, Faith Holseart, Beth Bruch,
Maya Freelon, Zaina Alsous, Destiny Hemphill, Michelle Lanier,
Eden Segbefia, Lana Garland, Manju Rajendran Mariel Eaves, Tema
Okun, and Lynne Walters. I am grateful to our Earthseed Family,
Cristina River Chapman, Zulayka Santiago, Kifu Faruq, Courtney Woods, Santos Flores, Tahz Rufus Walker, Justin Robinson,
Corre Robinson, and the babies! I am grateful to SpiritHouse and
Warrior Healer Fam, especially Ade Toyesi Nia Wilson, Solanke
Omimuyegun Racheal Derello, Afiya Carter, Osunfunke Omisade
Burney-Scott, Kriti Sharma, Mya Hunter, Tia Hall, Matthias Pressley, Michelle Gonzales-Green, Hadassah Jones, Naeemah Kelly, Assata Goff, Sekou Goff, Heather Lee, Paul (Yusef) Newman, Adele
Rose Luebke, Taj Scott, and everyone in the SpiritHouse and Warrior
Healer families. Eternal love to our young brilliant ancestors Umar
Muhammed and Brian Wiley and their families.
I am grateful to my Carriacou Sisters who attended and organized
the Spiral Lab “Take My Jewel for Light Retreat.” Thank you Karma
Mayet Johnson and Shelley Nicole for listening to spirit and creating the space. Thank you Donna Hope, Katherine Johnson, Cousin
Cindy McKenzie, Jani White, Denise Mervis, Tammy Brown, and
Paulette Jones.
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while I finalized this manuscript. Thank you especially to Zenzele
Isoke for inviting me to hold the visiting 2017–19 Winton Chair at
University of Minnesota and for offering sistering and literal warmth.
Thank you to Naimah Petigny for priceless research assistance and
grounded sistering during this time. Much love to Mankwe Ndosi,
Erin Sharkey, Signe Harriday, Junauda Petrus, Zoe Hollomon, ShaVunda Brown, Ego Ahaiwe, Ngowo Nasah, Frida Martin, Ananya
Chatterjea, Alessandra Williams, Katie Robinson, Adrienne Doyle,
Sally Nixon, Dana Suttles, Shannon Gibney, Danielle Mkali, Beverly Cottman, Cherisse Turner, Paige Reynolds, Kiara Jackson, Shannon Miller, Nasreen Mohamed, and Joi D. Lewis. Thank you to the
cast of Sharon Bridgforth’s Dat Black Mermaid Man Lady, Pavielle French, Florinda Bryant, Aimee Bryant, and Kenyai O’Neal for
teaching me to read a different way. Thank you to Marcus Young,
Mire Regulus, and the Don’t You Feel It Too Cohort!
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To Sylvia Wynter—thank you for your bravery. Thank you for the
size and sincerity of your vision. Thank you for every word.
And most of all (again) to my first and last reader, thank you Sangodare (aka JDub) for the unconditional love that makes me brave
enough to write every day whether or not it will make sense to anyone ever.
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